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Abstract 
During their operation, modern aircraft engine components are subjected to increasingly demanding operating conditions, 
especially the high pressure turbine (HPT) blades. Such conditions cause these parts to undergo different types of time-dependent 
degradation, one of which is creep. A model using the finite element method (FEM) was developed, in order to be able to predict 
the creep behaviour of HPT blades. Flight data records (FDR) for a specific aircraft, provided by a commercial aviation 
company, were used to obtain thermal and mechanical data for three different flight cycles. In order to create the 3D model 
needed for the FEM analysis, a HPT blade scrap was scanned, and its chemical composition and material properties were 
obtained. The data that was gathered was fed into the FEM model and different simulations were run, first with a simplified 3D 
rectangular block shape, in order to better establish the model, and then with the real 3D mesh obtained from the blade scrap. The 
overall expected behaviour in terms of displacement was observed, in particular at the trailing edge of the blade. Therefore such a 
model can be useful in the goal of predicting turbine blade life, given a set of FDR data. 
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Abstract 
In this contribution, field experiments of dynamic fracture by electric discharge impulses (EDI) are performed and fracture 
development in rectangular concrete blocks with reinforcing steels bars is analyzed also numerically in the three-dimensional 
context. It is found that the development of fracture network depends very sensitively on the geometrical settings (e.g. positions of 
empty dummy holes prepared for controlling crack propagation directions) in the blocks, and cracks extending from blast holes 
may tend to arrest on the (pre-)existing planes of weakness (e.g. interfaces between concrete material and reinforcing steel bars). 
This characteristic can be used to actualize more efficient and precise disintegration of a given structure, for instance, removal of 
reinforced concrete (RC) lining segments from the surroundings in an underground space. Optimal positions of blast and empty 
dummy holes for predictable and controlled dynamic destruction may be determined for each specific structure by the established
simulation technique, which is effective for both conventional and modern dynamic disintegration methodologies, namely, 
fragmentation by blasting using explosives as well as by EDI. 
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1. Introductio  
Developing controllable disintegration (fragmentation) techniques for geomaterials such rocks and concrete is of 
critical significance in order to achieve safer and more efficient operation in tunneling, mining, structural demolition 
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and other civil engineering applications. Dynamic destruction by blasting using explosives may be one of the most 
effective ways in terms of its very short operational time and small load to the surroundings, but its design details are 
still empirically determined in most cases and sometimes difficult situations may arise. Therefore, based on the theory 
of wave and fracture dynamics, a more physics-based reliable technique for precisely controllable and quantitatively 
predictable dynamic disintegration has been studied. For this purpose, in the previous field experiments, concrete 
blocks with/without reinforcing steel bars have been prepared and also safer and more easily controllable electric 
discharge impulses (EDI; pulsed high-voltage electric discharge) have been applied to break the blocks (Uenishi et al. 
(2010), (2014)) (For details of various techniques to utilize electric energy for material breakage, see e.g. Andres 
(1989), Weise and Loeffler (1993), Hofmann and Weiss (1997), Rim et al. (1999), Lisitsyn et al. (1999), Bluhm et al. 
(2000), Narahara et al. (2007), Kencanawati and Shigeishi (2011), and Fukuda et al. (2013)). In our experiments, 
several blast holes drilled in each block have been simultaneously detonated to find optimal geometrical and loading 
conditions that may govern wave and crack propagation / interaction as well as structural disintegration patterns, and 
the fracture development has been recorded by a high-speed digital video camera system, with a special attention being 
paid to the influence of empty dummy holes on dynamic wave and fracture development in the blocks. So far, it has 
been found that sets of blast holes surrounded or sandwiched by empty dummy holes may really control the dynamic 
wave and main crack propagation in concrete blocks without reinforcing steel bars, and they indeed have a strong 
effect on the disintegration patterns in given structures. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that our fully three-
dimensional finite difference numerical simulator for a PC (Windows) with the second order accuracy in time and 
space may well explain the real field findings and support the importance of this influence of empty dummy holes 
(Uenishi et al. (2010), (2014)). Here, further field experiments of dynamic fracture by EDI are performed and the 
wave/fracture simulator is used to try to more exactly trace wave interaction and fracture development inside the 
structures that are being dynamically demolished. 
2. Experimental observations 
As stated above, since the previous series of experimental and numerical investigation (Uenishi et al. (2010), 
(2014)), the effect of geometrical and loading conditions on dynamic destruction of given structures has been 
considered. As in densely populated urban areas it is very difficult to treat explosives, electric energy is applied for 
dynamically breaking (parts of) structures in the field: Electric energy is accumulated in a capacitor and then released 
in the self-reactive liquid within several hundred microseconds via an electronic switch, and the liquid is rapidly 
evaporated to generate high pressure. Figure 1 shows typical rectangular concrete blocks (500 mm  500 mm  250 
mm), this time with reinforcing steel bars (diameter 17 mm), prepared and fractured by EDI in the new series of field 
experiments. Every block has one or two blast holes (diameter 18 mm, depth 150 mm) in each of which an ecoridge 
(cartridge) having the self-reactive liquid inside (diameter 10 mm, length 70 mm) is placed, covered by stemming 
material (silica sand) and connected to the control unit of the electric discharge impulse crushing system. Altogether, 
11 blocks (specimens) with different geometrical and loading settings have been dynamically fractured by EDI in the 
field, and for instance, the number and the positions of empty dummy holes are changed and distinct differences in 
dynamic fracture patterns owing to wave interaction with the dummy holes are found. Here, the three cases where two 
blast holes, together with two empty dummy holes (diameter 18 mm, depth 250 mm) ((Fig. 1(a) and (b))) or no dummy 
hole (Fig. 1(c)), are drilled, are briefly described as typical examples of fracture development by EDI: Both PRC-
05/02 (Fig. 1(a)) and PRC-05/01 (Fig. 1(b)) test specimens have two blast holes and two empty dummy holes, but 
while dummy holes in PRC-05/02 are located on the “inside” of the reinforcing steel bars indicated in yellow, those 
in PRC-05/01 are “outside” the reinforcing steel bars, i.e. the distance between the dummy holes is smaller in PRC-
05/02 than that in PRC-05/01 and waves from the blast holes must cross the reinforcing steel bars before they interact 
with the dummy holes in PRC-05/01. On the contrary, waves can interfere more directly with the dummy holes in 
PRC-05/02 and stronger damage is expected in the narrower region sandwiched by these dummy holes for this case. 
In the PRC-05/03 test specimen (Fig. 1(c)), only two blast holes are prepared, with the distance between the blast holes 
larger than that in the previous cases, PRC-05/01 and PRC-05/02. In the following, it will be recognized that these 
small variations of geometrical settings do provide rather strong effect on development of fracture network even in the 
real three-dimensional framework. 
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and other civil engineering applications. Dynamic destruction by blasting using explosives may be one of the most 
effective ways in terms of its very short operational time and small load to the surroundings, but its design details are 
still empirically determined in most cases and sometimes difficult situations may arise. Therefore, based on the theory 
of wave and fracture dynamics, a more physics-based reliable technique for precisely controllable and quantitatively 
predictable dynamic disintegration has been studied. For this purpose, in the previous field experiments, concrete 
blocks with/without reinforcing steel bars have been prepared and also safer and more easily controllable electric 
discharge impulses (EDI; pulsed high-voltage electric discharge) have been applied to break the blocks (Uenishi et al. 
(2010), (2014)) (For details of various techniques to utilize electric energy for material breakage, see e.g. Andres 
(1989), Weise and Loeffler (1993), Hofmann and Weiss (1997), Rim et al. (1999), Lisitsyn et al. (1999), Bluhm et al. 
(2000), Narahara et al. (2007), Kencanawati and Shigeishi (2011), and Fukuda et al. (2013)). In our experiments, 
several blast holes drilled in each block have been simultaneously detonated to find optimal geometrical and loading 
conditions that may govern wave and crack propagation / interaction as well as structural disintegration patterns, and 
the fracture development has been recorded by a high-speed digital video camera system, with a special attention being 
paid to the influence of empty dummy holes on dynamic wave and fracture development in the blocks. So far, it has 
been found that sets of blast holes surrounded or sandwiched by empty dummy holes may really control the dynamic 
wave and main crack propagation in concrete blocks without reinforcing steel bars, and they indeed have a strong 
effect on the disintegration patterns in given structures. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that our fully three-
dimensional finite difference numerical simulator for a PC (Windows) with the second order accuracy in time and 
space may well explain the real field findings and support the importance of this influence of empty dummy holes 
(Uenishi et al. (2010), (2014)). Here, further field experiments of dynamic fracture by EDI are performed and the 
wave/fracture simulator is used to try to more exactly trace wave interaction and fracture development inside the 
structures that are being dynamically demolished. 
2. Experimental observations 
As stated above, since the previous series of experimental and numerical investigation (Uenishi et al. (2010), 
(2014)), the effect of geometrical and loading conditions on dynamic destruction of given structures has been 
considered. As in densely populated urban areas it is very difficult to treat explosives, electric energy is applied for 
dynamically breaking (parts of) structures in the field: Electric energy is accumulated in a capacitor and then released 
in the self-reactive liquid within several hundred microseconds via an electronic switch, and the liquid is rapidly 
evaporated to generate high pressure. Figure 1 shows typical rectangular concrete blocks (500 mm  500 mm  250 
mm), this time with reinforcing steel bars (diameter 17 mm), prepared and fractured by EDI in the new series of field 
experiments. Every block has one or two blast holes (diameter 18 mm, depth 150 mm) in each of which an ecoridge 
(cartridge) having the self-reactive liquid inside (diameter 10 mm, length 70 mm) is placed, covered by stemming 
material (silica sand) and connected to the control unit of the electric discharge impulse crushing system. Altogether, 
11 blocks (specimens) with different geometrical and loading settings have been dynamically fractured by EDI in the 
field, and for instance, the number and the positions of empty dummy holes are changed and distinct differences in 
dynamic fracture patterns owing to wave interaction with the dummy holes are found. Here, the three cases where two 
blast holes, together with two empty dummy holes (diameter 18 mm, depth 250 mm) ((Fig. 1(a) and (b))) or no dummy 
hole (Fig. 1(c)), are drilled, are briefly described as typical examples of fracture development by EDI: Both PRC-
05/02 (Fig. 1(a)) and PRC-05/01 (Fig. 1(b)) test specimens have two blast holes and two empty dummy holes, but 
while dummy holes in PRC-05/02 are located on the “inside” of the reinforcing steel bars indicated in yellow, those 
in PRC-05/01 are “outside” the reinforcing steel bars, i.e. the distance between the dummy holes is smaller in PRC-
05/02 than that in PRC-05/01 and waves from the blast holes must cross the reinforcing steel bars before they interact 
with the dummy holes in PRC-05/01. On the contrary, waves can interfere more directly with the dummy holes in 
PRC-05/02 and stronger damage is expected in the narrower region sandwiched by these dummy holes for this case. 
In the PRC-05/03 test specimen (Fig. 1(c)), only two blast holes are prepared, with the distance between the blast holes 
larger than that in the previous cases, PRC-05/01 and PRC-05/02. In the following, it will be recognized that these 
small variations of geometrical settings do provide rather strong effect on development of fracture network even in the 
real three-dimensional framework. 
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Fig. 2. Plan view of the specimens illustrated in Fig. 1 and dynamically fractured by EDI. The original (undeformed) grid spacing (marked for an 
observation purpose) is 50 mm. (a) PRC-05/02 specimen photographed during (right) and after (left) the experiment; and the fracture patterns for 
the cases (b) PRC-05/01 and (c) PRC-05/03 taken after the experiments in the field. 
Fig. 1 (Previous page). Typical rectangular reinforced concrete specimens prepared in the field fracture experiments utilizing electric discharge 
impulses (EDI) [unit: mm]. The ecoridges (cartridges) in the blast holes contain the self-reactive liquid and are covered by stemming material. 
The positions of the empty dummy holes as well as reinforcing steel bars are also shown. (a) PRC-05/02 specimen where two blast holes and two 
dummy holes exist; (b) Similar geometrical setting for the PRC-05/01 specimen but now the two dummy holes are “outside” the reinforcing steel 
bars indicated in yellow: Waves from the blast holes must cross the reinforcing steel bars before they interact with the dummy holes; and (c) Only 
two blast holes are drilled for the case PRC-05/03. The distance between the blast holes are larger than that in PRC-05/01 and PRC-05/02. 
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Figure 2 depicts such final fracture network generated by the simultaneous application of EDI in the specimens. In 
the PRC-05/02 specimen (Fig. 2(a) left), as expected, a main (rather wide and deep but straight) crack connecting the 
two blast holes has emerged in the region sandwiched by the two dummy holes located relatively closer than those in 
PRC-05/01 (Fig. 2(b)). Note that, although reinforcing steel bars may have actually no influence on arresting fracture 
development in a reinforced concrete beam by conventional, overcharge blasting (Uenishi et al. (2010)), in this 
moderate (non-overcharge) application of EDI, they (or more precisely, interfaces between concrete material and 
reinforcing steel bars) can arrest fracture extension: Only the upper sides of the specimens (basically, from the top free 
surfaces down to the planes containing the uppermost reinforcing steel bars) have been fractured and the reinforcing 
steel bars have “emerged” in Fig. 2. Fracture development process itself can be readily understood in Fig. 2(a) right 
where a snapshot taken by a high-speed digital video camera system (Photron FASTCAM SA5) at a frame rate of 
50,000 frames per second is shown. This picture indicates that dynamic fracture network induced by EDI develops 
multi-directionally (i.e. not uni-directionally) first upon wave propagation in the specimen and then gas pressurization 
widens crack opening displacements and the stemming material is ejected, like in conventional blasting by explosives 
(Rossmanith et al. (1997), Uenishi and Rossmanith (1998), Rossmanith and Uenishi (2006)). If cracks were caused 
due to gas pressurization from the beginning, the stemming material would be ejected at an earlier stage simultaneously 
with the development of fracture network. 
In the subsequent pictures, Fig. 2(b) and (c), it can be clearly recognized that the widths and depths of the main 
cracks have become smaller compared with those in Fig. 2(a) left. When the dummy holes are located further from the 
blast holes the “sandwich effect” by the dummy holes becomes weaker (Fig. 2(b); The main crack is bifurcated but its 
depth is relatively shallower). If there exists no dummy hole, only very thin and shallow main crack connecting the 
blast holes can be found and the central section has not been fragmented at all. Obviously, the relative positions of the 
dummy holes (with respect to the blast holes and reinforcing steel bars) play a crucial and sensitive role in producing 
the ultimate shapes of the main and other cracks, including their depths and widths. 
3. Numerical speculations and discussion 
In order to numerically trace wave propagation and interaction related to EDI and to comprehend the influence of 
geometry and loads (e.g. positions of blast and dummy holes) on fracture evolution, a finite difference simulator for a 
PC has been developed with the spatiotemporally second order accuracy. In the simulations, as preliminary conditions, 
homogeneous, isotopic and linear elastic concrete (mass density 2,320 kg/m3, Young’s modulus 34.2 GPa and 
Poisson’s ratio 0.25) is assumed. This combination of material properties gives the longitudinal (P) and shear (S) 
wave speeds as VP  4,200 m/s and and VS  2,400 m/s, respectively. Orthogonal 51  51  26 grid points with constant 
grid spacing x = 10 mm are set for the specimens illustrated in Fig. 1. For graphical (presentation) clarity, the 
stemming material covering the ecoridges in the blast holes is presumed to have the same physical characteristics as 
concrete material. The (cross-sectional) width of all blast and dummy holes is the same (square cross-section with 
sides of length x) and waves may propagate cylindrically from the middle parts and (hemi) spherically from the top 
and bottom ends of the ecoridges placed in the blast holes. A simplified time history of pressure P(t) induced by EDI, 
P(t) = A sin2(t/T0) (for 0  t  T0) and 0 (otherwise), is acting on the walls of the blast holes (ecoridges), with A = 1 
GPa and the duration T0 = 260 s (Uenishi et al. (2014)). Homogeneous, isotopic and linear elastic reinforcing steel 
bars (with a square cross-section, side length 2x = 20 mm) possess the prescribed density 7,800 kg/m3, Young’s 
modulus 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. Fracture criteria for generation and enlargement of three-dimensional 
fracture are still unclear, but here, a simple fracture criterion, a (tensile) volumetric strain criterion, is included in the 
calculations. The maximum allowable (tensile) volumetric strain of concrete and steel is set as 6.6  104 ( 0.2% / 3) 
for the initial speculations. If the volumetric strain (dilatation; a strain invariant) at a grid point exceeds the maximum 
allowable value, that grid point is regarded as fractured and excluded from the calculations. Like in this case, a fracture 
criterion can be incorporated for post-failure analyses, and for example, observed dynamic fracture in a reinforced 
concrete beam by blasting by explosives at an overcharge level can be well reproduced by our numerical method with 
a simple, maximum principal tensile stress fracture criterion (Uenishi et al. (2010)). However, we must be cautious 
about our knowledge on real three-dimensional dynamic phenomena and fracture criteria for moderate (non-
overcharge) blasting (by detonating explosives or applying EDI). Our fracture criteria are derived mostly from one- 
(or two-) dimensional experiments (e.g. one-dimensional frictional experiments for post-failure behavior), and for 
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of dynamic disturbances moving in rectangular reinforced concrete specimens with two EDI sources and (a) two (PRC-05/02) 
or (b) no (PRC-05/03) dummy holes, generated by the numerical simulations. No fracture criterion is incorporated, and contours of volumetric 
strain at time (top) 20, (middle) 60 and (bottom) 100 s after the simultaneous application of EDI are illustrated for the lower quarter part. 
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Figure 2 depicts such final fracture network generated by the simultaneous application of EDI in the specimens. In 
the PRC-05/02 specimen (Fig. 2(a) left), as expected, a main (rather wide and deep but straight) crack connecting the 
two blast holes has emerged in the region sandwiched by the two dummy holes located relatively closer than those in 
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development in a reinforced concrete beam by conventional, overcharge blasting (Uenishi et al. (2010)), in this 
moderate (non-overcharge) application of EDI, they (or more precisely, interfaces between concrete material and 
reinforcing steel bars) can arrest fracture extension: Only the upper sides of the specimens (basically, from the top free 
surfaces down to the planes containing the uppermost reinforcing steel bars) have been fractured and the reinforcing 
steel bars have “emerged” in Fig. 2. Fracture development process itself can be readily understood in Fig. 2(a) right 
where a snapshot taken by a high-speed digital video camera system (Photron FASTCAM SA5) at a frame rate of 
50,000 frames per second is shown. This picture indicates that dynamic fracture network induced by EDI develops 
multi-directionally (i.e. not uni-directionally) first upon wave propagation in the specimen and then gas pressurization 
widens crack opening displacements and the stemming material is ejected, like in conventional blasting by explosives 
(Rossmanith et al. (1997), Uenishi and Rossmanith (1998), Rossmanith and Uenishi (2006)). If cracks were caused 
due to gas pressurization from the beginning, the stemming material would be ejected at an earlier stage simultaneously 
with the development of fracture network. 
In the subsequent pictures, Fig. 2(b) and (c), it can be clearly recognized that the widths and depths of the main 
cracks have become smaller compared with those in Fig. 2(a) left. When the dummy holes are located further from the 
blast holes the “sandwich effect” by the dummy holes becomes weaker (Fig. 2(b); The main crack is bifurcated but its 
depth is relatively shallower). If there exists no dummy hole, only very thin and shallow main crack connecting the 
blast holes can be found and the central section has not been fragmented at all. Obviously, the relative positions of the 
dummy holes (with respect to the blast holes and reinforcing steel bars) play a crucial and sensitive role in producing 
the ultimate shapes of the main and other cracks, including their depths and widths. 
3. Numerical speculations and discussion 
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geometry and loads (e.g. positions of blast and dummy holes) on fracture evolution, a finite difference simulator for a 
PC has been developed with the spatiotemporally second order accuracy. In the simulations, as preliminary conditions, 
homogeneous, isotopic and linear elastic concrete (mass density 2,320 kg/m3, Young’s modulus 34.2 GPa and 
Poisson’s ratio 0.25) is assumed. This combination of material properties gives the longitudinal (P) and shear (S) 
wave speeds as VP  4,200 m/s and and VS  2,400 m/s, respectively. Orthogonal 51  51  26 grid points with constant 
grid spacing x = 10 mm are set for the specimens illustrated in Fig. 1. For graphical (presentation) clarity, the 
stemming material covering the ecoridges in the blast holes is presumed to have the same physical characteristics as 
concrete material. The (cross-sectional) width of all blast and dummy holes is the same (square cross-section with 
sides of length x) and waves may propagate cylindrically from the middle parts and (hemi) spherically from the top 
and bottom ends of the ecoridges placed in the blast holes. A simplified time history of pressure P(t) induced by EDI, 
P(t) = A sin2(t/T0) (for 0  t  T0) and 0 (otherwise), is acting on the walls of the blast holes (ecoridges), with A = 1 
GPa and the duration T0 = 260 s (Uenishi et al. (2014)). Homogeneous, isotopic and linear elastic reinforcing steel 
bars (with a square cross-section, side length 2x = 20 mm) possess the prescribed density 7,800 kg/m3, Young’s 
modulus 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. Fracture criteria for generation and enlargement of three-dimensional 
fracture are still unclear, but here, a simple fracture criterion, a (tensile) volumetric strain criterion, is included in the 
calculations. The maximum allowable (tensile) volumetric strain of concrete and steel is set as 6.6  104 ( 0.2% / 3) 
for the initial speculations. If the volumetric strain (dilatation; a strain invariant) at a grid point exceeds the maximum 
allowable value, that grid point is regarded as fractured and excluded from the calculations. Like in this case, a fracture 
criterion can be incorporated for post-failure analyses, and for example, observed dynamic fracture in a reinforced 
concrete beam by blasting by explosives at an overcharge level can be well reproduced by our numerical method with 
a simple, maximum principal tensile stress fracture criterion (Uenishi et al. (2010)). However, we must be cautious 
about our knowledge on real three-dimensional dynamic phenomena and fracture criteria for moderate (non-
overcharge) blasting (by detonating explosives or applying EDI). Our fracture criteria are derived mostly from one- 
(or two-) dimensional experiments (e.g. one-dimensional frictional experiments for post-failure behavior), and for 
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Fig. 4. Fractured sections at time 160 s after the application of EDI, for the (a) PRC-05/02 and (b) PRC-05/03 rectangular test specimens. 
Fracture can be found, as recognized in Fig. 2, more strongly in the upper regions of the specimens, suggesting that, if detonation is not at an 
overcharge level, reinforcing steel bars do have some influence on arresting fracture development. Moreover, if there exists no empty dummy 
hole (b), the central sections still remain unbroken at this stage and hence the (final) damage to these sections may become smaller than that with 
empty dummy holes (a), as may be confirmed with Fig. 2 (Compare the depths and widths of the main cracks in Fig. 2(a) with (c)).
instance, we have still no consensus regarding fracture criteria for crack kinking and branching even for two-
dimensional cases (see e.g. Cotterell and Rice (1980) and Uenishi and Rossmanith (2002) and references therein). 
Therefore, we must be very careful in implementing any fracture criterion for dynamic fracture by moderate blasting, 
especially in three-dimensional cases. 
In Fig. 3, snapshots of contours of volumetric strain are indicated for the PRC-05/02 (Fig. 3(a)) and PRC-05/03 
(Fig. 3(b)) specimens. In order to monitor wave propagation and interaction more visibly, the results are numerically 
generated for the case without the fracture criterion. The most endangered sections in the model can be identified at 
an earlier stage using the current simulations without any unnecessary numerical contaminations. Furthermore, as the 
specimen is nearly geometrically symmetric, only the contours for the lower quarter part of the specimen are depicted 
with a virtual cross-sectional view over the vertical and horizontal middle planes. It can be seen that, upon wave 
propagation and interaction with the holes and free surfaces as well as reinforcing steel bars, dilatational and 
compressive sections develop and move considerably in the specimens. In both cases (a) and (b), the waves produced 
around the ecoridges by EDI propagate and compressive regions develop initially. Then, larger tensile areas owing to 
reflection of compressive waves emerge near the vertical free surfaces in Fig. 3(b) to induce larger (tensile) fracture 
regions there as observed in Fig. 2(c). In Fig. 3(a), the initially compressive regions near the ecoridges become 
relatively smaller due to wave interaction around the dummy holes and the cartridges are more strongly surrounded 
by tensile regions. This may cause the “sandwich effect” on tensile fracture found in Fig. 2. 
Indeed, the extension of regions of fracture plotted in Fig. 4 for time 160 microseconds after the application of EDI 
suggests that if the simple fracture criterion is included, the dynamic fracture pattern in Fig. 2 might be qualitatively 
reproduced: The main crack connecting the ecoridges (blast holes) can be more simply developed with the two dummy 
holes (Fig. 4(a) for PRC-05/02); and the central sections in the PRC-05/03 specimen (Fig. 4(b)) remain undamaged at 
this stage and less damage can be expected in these sections. However, in this specimen, because of stronger reflection 
of waves as identified in Fig. 3(b), the vertical free surfaces may be subjected to severer damage (fracture). In any 
event, as can be seen in the above figures, fracture development is very sensitive to the geometrical settings (and wave 
propagation and interaction), and further careful investigation about a more appropriate fracture criterion for three-
dimensional fracture may be needed. 
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4. Conclusions 
Dynamic fracture patterns generated by electric discharge impulses (EDI) in the field experiments may be 
reproduced by the developed three-dimensional wave simulator for a PC. Here, instead of employing alternately 
charged holes, more complex geometry for the positions of blast and dummy holes have been prepared: Dummy holes 
are not placed on the expected main crack path (fracture plane) and they are set rather to direct the main crack to 
connect the blast holes only. Note that our current method is aimed more for critical situations to construct and destruct 
(parts of) structures made of geomaterials in urban areas, which requires a very careful approach (No explosive can 
be used in such populated regions; Absolutely no damage to the surroundings is allowed, etc.) and a complex three-
dimensional treatment is acceptable in actual fracture operation. We believe this is quite a new topic also in the field 
of fracture mechanics, and also, it is important first to know whether the knowledge accumulated through our 
experience with, say, blasting by detonating explosives, is still valid for the modern safer technology (controlled 
dynamic destruction by application of EDI) or not. Through this study, it has been recognized that geometrical settings 
(positions of holes and planes of weakness in structures) may play an important role in controlling fracture extension 
and this characteristic may be utilized to realize more efficient disintegration of a given structure. For more 
controllable structural fracture and demolition, the simulation technique (possibly with more refined fracture criteria) 
may be used to design optimal positions of blast and dummy holes in the structures. 
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reflection of compressive waves emerge near the vertical free surfaces in Fig. 3(b) to induce larger (tensile) fracture 
regions there as observed in Fig. 2(c). In Fig. 3(a), the initially compressive regions near the ecoridges become 
relatively smaller due to wave interaction around the dummy holes and the cartridges are more strongly surrounded 
by tensile regions. This may cause the “sandwich effect” on tensile fracture found in Fig. 2. 
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4. Conclusions 
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are not placed on the expected main crack path (fracture plane) and they are set rather to direct the main crack to 
connect the blast holes only. Note that our current method is aimed more for critical situations to construct and destruct 
(parts of) structures made of geomaterials in urban areas, which requires a very careful approach (No explosive can 
be used in such populated regions; Absolutely no damage to the surroundings is allowed, etc.) and a complex three-
dimensional treatment is acceptable in actual fracture operation. We believe this is quite a new topic also in the field 
of fracture mechanics, and also, it is important first to know whether the knowledge accumulated through our 
experience with, say, blasting by detonating explosives, is still valid for the modern safer technology (controlled 
dynamic destruction by application of EDI) or not. Through this study, it has been recognized that geometrical settings 
(positions of holes and planes of weakness in structures) may play an important role in controlling fracture extension 
and this characteristic may be utilized to realize more efficient disintegration of a given structure. For more 
controllable structural fracture and demolition, the simulation technique (possibly with more refined fracture criteria) 
may be used to design optimal positions of blast and dummy holes in the structures. 
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